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Arsenic Dragon (Dragon Guard Of Drakkaris Book
3)
This Dungeons & Dragons-inspired fantasy adventure is the
first installment in the beloved Dragonlance Chronicles Once
merely creatures of legend, the dragons have returned to
Krynn. But with their arrival comes the departure of the old
gods—and all healing magic. As war threatens to engulf the
land, lifelong friends reunite for an adventure that will
change their lives and shape their world forever . . . When
Tanis, Sturm, Caramon, Raistlin, Flint, and Tasslehoff see a
woman use a blue crystal staff to heal a villager, they
wonder if it's a sign the gods have not abandoned them after
all. Fueled by this glimmer of hope, the Companions band
together to uncover the truth behind the gods'
absence—though they aren't the only ones with an interest in
the staff. The Seekers want the artifact for their own ends,
believing it will help them replace the gods and overtake
the continent of Ansalon. Now, the Companions must assume
the unlikely roles of heroes if they hope to prevent the
staff from falling into the hands of darkness. Dragons of
Autumn Twilight is the first book in the Dragonlance
Chronicles.
Those who suffer from "Three Yin Meridians", as recorded in
the history books, are not only unable to practice martial
arts for the rest of their lives, but almost none of them
are lucky enough to live past the age of thirteen. Fate had
closed all the doors to fortune, but it had opened up a
window, allowing him to travel in circles. When he climbed
to the peak of the mountains of corpses and seas of blood,
he was shocked to discover a heaven-shaking secret. Looking
back, he was surprised to find that the world he was
standing on was like a grain of sand on the Ganges, like a
speck of dust. Where to go...
When Illiac, the chief of the Thieves' Guild, determines
that this year's Gerann holiday will actually be the
centennial celebration, he recalls a bedtime story about a
princess who had been placed under a hundred years sleep
spell. The intrepid thief and his company soon find their
way into the briar-covered castle near the town of Gorbalthe
and awaken the sleeping princess. Outside the gates, though,
awaits a prince who claims that he, not Illiac, awoke the
princess. Escalating events lead the thief, the princess and
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the Thieves' Guild into battle, complete with spies,
traitors and a fire-breathing dragon, all hallmarks of a
proper fairy tale. But where are the fairies?
Miriam and Xander’s halcyon days of rest along the shores of
Beriadan Lake in Alexandria come to a quick end when the
pleas of another dragon lord lead them to the blackened
Heavy Mountains. Lord Herod demands their attentions on a
pressing matter, and what they find is a pot of trouble
boiling over with ancient blood feuds, uneasy alliances, and
old stories of treacherous Maidens. Trouble comes along the
winds of a storm, and Miriam finds herself in the middle of
it. Now she must prove her innocence against a hefty charge,
or face the fatal consequences. The trail leads them to the
Coven Caves where witches cast more than their shadows on
the walls. One life-attempt after another shows they’re on
the right trail, but only if they can stay one step ahead of
their mysterious foes. Otherwise, the mountains will be
their final adventure. The Maiden to the Dragon books are
part of a dragon shifter romance series set in a fantastical
world that mirrors our own. KEYWORDS: new adult, mystery,
paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk
tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure,
action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror,
free, freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free
ebook, ebook, free novel, rich, quick read, read, short,
serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel,
secret, suspense, thriller, alpha male, literature, story,
stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set,
romance, free romance, free romance ebook, free romance
ebooks, free romance book, free romance books, billionaire,
wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free
romance novel, free romance books, billionaire romance,
seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century,
current, historical, past, demon, werewolf, shifter,
shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal,
ghost, witch, sorcery, dragons, epic, elf, god, medieval,
urban fantasy, dragon shifter romance, medieval paranormal
romance, dragon wife, dragin
Heavenly Wasteland Immortal Palace
University of California Chronicle
Abandoned Master's Cultivation
Dragon's Keeper
Dragon Diaries: Ascension
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Dragon's Light
Adventure Fantasy. Full of Action. Epic Story. Strong Male and Female Protagonist.
Full of Magic. Loved by Men. Addictive Story. Sweet Love. Revenge. Dragon Prince.
The Last Dragon. Draco Black. "I won't let you go, Astrid. After almost a hundred years!
Finally, I found you! My first love," said Draco while kissed Astrid passionately. To
resurrect the dragon race, the last dragon prince must make a sacrifice in order to find
The Heart of Magic, once stolen from his kingdom by a human sorcerer. “Draco, you
are the last hope. The dragons' fate is in your hand,” said the old dragon before closing
his eyes. During his journey, Draco Black had met Astrid Lewis, a girl with bad luck.
She hated her life. Their fate seemed intertwined with each other. During the journey,
they learned about trust, love, and friendship. Their bonding as Amicus, a partner in
survival, was unbreakable. After many struggles, they found the truth about the
awakened Heart of Magic. The hard choice should be made. Will their love win and last
forever? Dragon. Sacrifice. Love. Every choice has its consequences.
Inside the second-hand phone Chen Hao bought, there was actually a Heavenly
Court's welfare group, various great gods crazily sent red packets, and a Heavenly
Court store that had all sorts of martial skills, pills, pets, weapons, and magical
equipment! Thus, the ordinary university student, Chen Hao, embarked on the bizarre
path of cultivation.
In the world of random dancing ghosts, the modern youth, Xiao Yang, was inadvertently
brought into this world by a black hole. In this world where the strong were like trees,
how could he survive? Once, by chance, he found out that he had the same devouring
ability as the black hole, and he felt embarrassed that the world was mine ...
The Myriad Domain's great world was vast and endless, with many secret realms,
planes, and worlds attached to it. Here, there were many lower realm kingdoms with
powers that were like the stars, middle dukedoms with powers that weren't ordinary,
upper realm kingdoms with legacies that hadn't declined in several thousand years, and
the Royal Court that was recognized by the heavens and earth, the strongest and
strongest in the Foreign Lands. Qin Hengtian brought the Creation Immortal Court
system to summon many ancient Chinese civil and martial officials and martial arts
novels ...
Volume 7
Volume 14
Part One of the Omega Chronicles
Devouring the World
Soldier King's Love Affairs In City
Volume 16

AabiLynn's Dragon Rite Collection #2 is book two of two. AabiLynn's
Dragon Rite is the story of Cara, a girl her family doesn't want. She is seen
as worthless because she was born crippled. Unwanted by her father, Cara
is sold off as a slave to pay for his debt. Alone emotionally and familyless,
Cara travels with her master as he takes his son to participate in the
Dragon Rite. The Dragon Rite is where children of Man are paired with
young dragon hatchlings to form a bond of friendship and family like no
other. Cara has a chance at a new life if only she can seize it. AabiLynn's
Dragon Rite Collection #2 is book two of two. This series consists of
novellas. AabiLynn's Dragon Rite Collection #2 includes books #4, #5,
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and #6 of the series. Start this fantasy action adventure novella series and
travel where dragons have been part of the world for millenniums. Enter a
realm where riders are paired with dragon hatchlings to raise and care for
them and to form a bond like no other. 4. AabiLynn's Dragon Rite #4
Cleave The Infection As With A Sword Cara and her dragon are caught in a
deadly trap that threatens to cleave their bond. 5. AabiLynn's Dragon Rite
#5 Dragoon'Essenere, Demon Slayers and Dragon Eaters Cara is betrayed
by someone she loves, and the Dragoon'Esseneres, demon hunters and
dragon eaters, move for the dragon nest of Firedrake. 6. AabiLynn's
Dragon Rite #6 Battle For Firedrake And The Final Act Cara moves
forward with the final acts of the Dragon Rite while forces move to destroy
her and all who would protect her at Firedrake. If you love stories with
dragons or stories about dragons like Anne McCaffery’s Dragonriders of
Pern, Cressida Cowell’s How To Train Your Dragon, or George R. R.
Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire a.k.a. Game of Thrones, you’ll love this
series about a bond of friendship and family like no other. #ILoveDragons
Three years ago, he once boasted that he was the best in the world,
relying on his extraordinary family background to play with everything in
his palms and trample on everything in his feet. Until he met with a
calamity. Under such heavy pressure, he was forced to stay away from his
home. Unexpectedly, he was framed, forced to jump into the sea, and died.
Three years later, he had experienced the sea of blades and flames,
defeated Ten Yama Minamiya, defeated the Five Directions Underworld
Emperors, and climbed out of the Underworld ...
He was the king of the mercenary world, but he had fallen into a huge
conspiracy ...
Type: novella and the word count is about 38,000 words. Start this seventh
book in this fantasy action adventure novella series and travel where
dragons have been part of the world for millenniums. Enter a realm where
riders are paired with dragon hatchlings to raise and care for them and to
form a bond like no other. Read AabiLynn's Dragon Rite #0 Dragon's
Brood for FREE and start this exciting series about Cara and her search
for the one who would see her more than a crippled child in a world on the
verge of war. In the seventh and final ebook, Cara moves forward with the
final acts of the Dragon Rite while forces move to destroy her and all who
would protect her at Firedrake. AabiLynn's Dragon Rite series: #0
AabiLynn's Dragon Rite: Dragon's Brood: Egg Hatchlings' Ritual "FREE"
#1 AabiLynn's Dragon Rite: Break Dawn Riders: Those Who Are Chosen
And Those Who Are Cast Off #2 AabiLynn's Dragon Rite: Esspell, Dragon's
Sorcery: Might Of Swords, Might Of Magic #3 AabiLynn's Dragon Rite:
Magic As Sharp As Swords: Dark Sorcery Strikes #4 AabiLynn's Dragon
Rite: Cleave The Infection As With A Sword #5 AabiLynn's Dragon Rite:
Dragoon'Essenere, Demon Slayers and Dragon Eaters #6 AabiLynn's
Dragon Rite: Battle For Firedrake And The Final Act If you love stories
with dragons or stories about dragons like Anne McCaffery’s Dragonriders
of Pern, Cressida Cowell’s How To Train Your Dragon, or George R. R.
Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire a.k.a. Game of Thrones, you’ll love this
series about a bond of friendship and family like no other.
Volume 4
The Dragon of Illenwell
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Dragons of Autumn Twilight
The Dragon Guard
Traitors Among Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #4 (Alpha Dragon Shifter
Romance)
Dragon Roar
The complete USA Today and International Bestselling Series in a special edition
boxset! Four full length novels, two novellas and a map of the world... according to
dragons! Moody Dragons. Snarky Elves. Fierce Mermaids. And two unlikely heroes who
are fated to save them all. Cole's life spirals into an uncontrollable battle of life and
death on his 18th birthday when he discovers his dragon heritage and the prophecy that
awaits. As if being a normal teenager isn't hard enough, Cole learns that he's also
royalty. His birth parents are the king and queen of dragons. That makes Cole the Prince
of Ochana--and their future king. With that legacy comes a special mystical
calling--devoting an eternity to protecting all beings from creatures bent on bringing an
end to all that is good. This makes Cole the newly-minted Keeper of Dragons. With no
formal training or control of his mahier dragon-magic, his first task is to keep the
nefarious farro-fallen fairies at bay. The foreseen prophecy set his fate in stone. If Cole
can't embrace his destiny, then all beings will die--including his new dragon family.
Genre: A YA Dragon Shifter Fantasy Boxset includes the following full length novels:
Book 1: The Prince Returns Book 2: The Elven Alliance Book 3: The Mere Treaty Book 4:
The Crowns' Accord PLUS TWO bonus novellas: The Golden Dragon Jericho "An epic
fantasy all ages will love. Adventure, intrigue and dragons!"- NY Times Bestselling
Author Christopher Morgan "The Keeper of Dragons is the perfect adventure fantasy for
anyone with a big imagination." -NY Times Bestselling Author K.N. Lee
When a train crash destroys a shipment of mysterious dinosaur bones that might be the
source of dragon myths, something forgotten whispers from the past... Judith Mills is a
scientist who discovered the bones in the remote North, and determined to save
whatever might be left. Creek Morgan is a Native Indian railroad mechanic troubled by
nightmares he doesn't understand, while Eva Reed is a grieving young woman whose
husband lies comatose in a hospital bed. George Pakuchek is a big-city lawyer working
on a case he didn't want, and Neil Dayton is a young man running in terror. In the last
moments of a winter night, their lives are changed forever when the freight train
carrying the dinosaur bones crashes in an isolated forest. But Creek's elderly greatgrandmother remembers disturbing fragments of a Native Indian legend going back to
the ancient days of the tribe, and cryptic clues written on an abandoned city apartment
wall echo warnings few understand. For a tiny group of ordinary people, courage and
compassion will be their only weapons against revenge, corruption and greed. For the
Dragon's Keeper is coming, and the line between myth and reality is about to be wiped
away forever...
A kingdom in peril summons an aging wielder with a calm head on his shoulders
backed by seasons of experience to his next job. But during his quest, a job that pits
him against fierce predators across a diverse landscape, diversions take him further
from the truth while the suspects grow closer to him. And when an incriminating clue
points to the woman he loves but had turned away, the wielder’s testament could be
jeopardized. This fantasy as it all! Love, hate, discrimination, pride, and one heck of
“what’s going on?” Throw in a few beautiful women and several dragons and you have
a love triangle. Reader beware and watch your back!
An escaped slave learns to live outside the Dwarven mines. The youngest child of the
sword clans learns she is more than her ability to use a sword. Together they learn
about life, love and the power they have to change the world around them. Each has
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inherited a great responsibility and great power. They are aided on their quest to obtain
a blue fuzzy by friends, relatives, strangers, and the dragons of the world. Along the
way they discover truths about themselves and the power we all hold. Sconder and
Sparwe face sword battles, raging storms, and the hardships of travel across the sea, in
search of the blue fuzzy they are honor bound to recover. While reading this book, you
the reader will be exposed to universal truths about life, love, faith, and hope. This book
may inspire you to be more than you were before. It might touch your heart. It could
challenge your thinking. Most of all, it will entertain you, because that's what a good
book should do.
Stone and Iron
Volume 5
Gospel of Atheist
Treasured By The Water Dragon Guard
The Way to Immortality
Dragon Prince's Heart
An old ally of Grandmaster Vydor comes to him for help because an enemy, perhaps as
old as the Empire itself, has turned its sights on the Cathratinairian race and means to
wipe them out. Spectra and Dusty are sent to find and stop this new threat, while
Spectra begins her plan to change the balance of power for the entire known multiverse.
Dusty must decide whether to follow Spectra as she uses this mission of mercy for her
own gain, or stand with the Wizard Kingdom, which would put him in direct opposition
to his wife. The Lost Tales of Power is an open-ended series of Science-Fantasy books
set in a vast multiverse. The Enemy of an Enemy is the first book set in the Lost Tales of
Power universe. Lost Tales Series: Volume I - The Enemy of an Enemy Volume II - The
Academy Volume III - Rise of Shadows Volume IV - Resurgence of Ancient Darkness
Volume V - The Sac’a’rith Volume VI - Spectra’s Gambit Volume VII - Sac'a'rith: Rebirth
Volume VIII – Mage Hunter Volume IX – The Cerulean Mines Volume X and beyond – TBA
Keywords: magic, space, space opera, science fantasy, space exploration, military
space, future, military sci-fi, science fiction series, aliens, adventure, war, navy, series,
science fiction novels, science fiction ebooks
A new book, Star Martial Emperor had been published. Interested friends could search
for the name of the book.) Drug police officer, Zhao Mingzhe, had met with an accident
while carrying out an undercover mission. He had been reborn into a foreign world and
had discovered that as a man, he had become a concubine engaged to a
woman.Fortunately, Zhao Mingzhe had inherited the legacy of the War God, Zhao
Zilong. After countless conspiracies, he had stepped onto a section ...
“Don’t talk to ME about fair!” When your memory and identity has stripped from you,
what are you left with? The young Dragon Keeper Mataras wonders this very question
nearly every day as he searches for the answers to a past that may never come to light.
Even with his best friend by his side, and the God of all to look up to, he feels lost,
alone, and bitter. But what begins as a disaster quickly becomes an adventure worthy of
legend as Mataras and Delta Litrosh begin a journey to unveil a mystery as old as the
Great Flood of Genesis. During their travels, they meet up with a group of other troubled
youths, also seeking their place in the world, and decide to assist them in their
endeavors. Together, they become a capable group of warriors capable of shaking the
foundations of an entire fief. When push comes to shove and Mataras’ past comes to
confront him, will this unstable child be able to take on the mantle of manhood? Will he
be able to hear the King’s voice in the form of a mighty dragon’s roar?
A dragon shifter series set in the same world as The Bride Hunt booksWhen Mountain
catches the human he's been tracking, his excitement turns instantly to shock. She's
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not who he thought she would be. Not even close. She's not even one of the females
taking part in the hunt. This female is something else entirely.He needs to get her back
to his lair for questioning. His people will be interested in all she has to say. At least,
that would be the logical, responsible thing to do. Only, he's not feeling particularly
logical at the moment. Not when looking into her blue eyes, or taking in her curvy body.
Nope! Screw being responsible! He's going to try and win her. The only problem is, this
particular female isn't looking for a mate. His superiors won't be happy with his choice
either, but he's going for it anyway.This book ends on a mini-cliffhanger! Contains hot
alpha males and therefore strong sexual themes/language
AabiLynn's Dragon Rite Collection #2
Testament of Wielders: Book One
Romantic Medical Saint in the City
Dragon Diaries: Culmination
Reticence
Presents step-by-step instructions for drawing familiar and obscure creatures and includes coverage
of such techniques as shading and creating textures for scales, feathers, and hair.
Bookish and proper Percival Tunstell finds himself out of his depth when floating cities, spirited
plumbing, and soggy biscuits collide in this delightful conclusion to NYT bestselling author Gail
Carriger's Custard Protocol series. Percival Tunstell loves that his sister and her best friend are
building themselves a family of misfits aboard their airship, the Spotted Custard. Of course, he'd
never admit that he belongs among them. He's always been on the outside - dispassionate, aloof, and
hatless. But accidental spies, a trip to Japan, and one smart and beautiful doctor may have him
renegotiating his whole philosophy on life. Except hats. He's done with hats. Thank you very much.
Custard ProtocolPrudenceImprudenceCompetenceReticence For more from Gail Carriger, check
out: Parasol ProtectorateSoullessChangelessBlamelessHeartlessTimeless
Dragon Prince's HeartSingapore New Reading Technology Pte Ltd
His father was killed, his family was annihilated, endless humiliation struck his soul, heaven and
earth were unable to accept this hatred. The iron-blooded youth went against the will of the heavens,
his status was poor, and he descended to the underworld, where he roamed the world of the undead,
where he turned into the god of slaughter and massacred the heavens.
Chronicles of Rhydin
AabiLynn's Dragon Rite #6 Battle For Firedrake And The Final Act
Spectra's Gambit
Volume 3
Prisoner of Castle Windward
Heart Of The Dragon Keeper

When we travel to the Water Clan territory for the Harvest Games, I cannot
deny that I’m glad to see Arnav again. He’s the personal guard of Prince
Llyr, but also the most thoughtful and handsome man I’ve ever met. He’s
also one of the strongest and fiercest warriors among his people. I doubt
he’d ever want me, but that doesn’t stop me from dreaming of what it
might be like to be his. The more time we spend together, I find myself
falling even more. As the time draws near for the games to be over, I worry
that when we leave this place I’ll be leaving my heart behind also. I want so
much to take a risk and tell him how I feel, but I cannot bear the thought of
rejection. Now, I’m torn. Do I take a chance and tell him how I feel? Or do I
simply let him go?Author’s Note: Each book in the Elemental Dragon
Warriors series can be read as a standalone romance, but it is
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recommended to read them in order to enhance the reading experience.
Written by USA Today bestselling authors, Aria Winter and Jade Waltz !
With my Dragon Guard by my side, I lead my people to war against
overwhelming odds. One man I love is the prisoner of my enemy, the other
three stand at my side. The battlefield has been chosen and strategies
made. If lives are lost, I'll bear the weight of each death on my shoulders.
When an unexpected offer holds the power to change the odds, I see the
chance to protect to my people. But it comes at a terrible price. One that
will break my Dragon Guard. In a battle for life, death is the only certainty,
but I must trust that our love will keep us whole. If it doesn't, my men and
kingdom will fall. Readers who loved The Cruel Prince and Five Hundred
Kingdoms will dive into this world ripe with magic, epic war, sword fights,
betrayal, and a queen determined to save herself in new twist of fairy
tales. Please note this is an adult fantasy romance, and as such there are
adult situations which may include violence, romance, alcohol use, mature
situations, etc. This is the final book of a completed series and concludes
these characters' journeys.
Mysterious dragons. Fierce witches. Secret councils. Forbidden alliances.
The Ever Witch Saga is just starting. For Everest, it wasn't bad enough that
she found out she had to go to a school for witches, but finding out that
she's dealing with dragons, that was going a little bit too far. Now, she's a
First Descendant and hunted by the fiercest dragon of all, spawning a
resurgence of a dragon war that was long dead. Slade knows pain. He was
a captive of the Black Diamond dragons and tortured near the brink of
madness. He's lost everything. His family, the woman he loved. But now he
has a mission, to protect Everest, a woman who stirs in him feelings that
should be long dead. Beware: Cliffhangers, violence can be found in this
serial series of swicked action-packed fantasy, hot dragons, and fierce
witches.
Accused of theft. Determined to prove her innocence. Split between the
two sides of her family, where does Birgith's allegiance lie? The Bear Clan
crystal is missing and everyone blames Birgith. Now, she must choose
whether to stay, and attempt to clear her name, or run and hide with her
dragon brothers. When a new enemy threatens to destroy everything she
loves, Birgith decides to take matters into her own hands. But what can one
girl do against the new Clan Leader Regent? Haydn thought he had a future
with Birgith. But when she leaves him behind, he thinks all hope is lost.
Then her brothers make him an offer he can’t refuse – a chance to prove
himself and win back the girl he loves. Can these star-struck lovers find a
way to save the clan and each other? Continue Birgith’s epic fantasy
adventure full of magic, political intrigue and slow-burn romance.
Keeper of Dragons: Special Edition Boxset
Heavenly God Sovereign
Martial Emperor of Couching Phoenix
Prequel of Lonely Heart in Turmoil
Dragon Heir
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Volume 10

Aidan's new friend Antoinette is called to the Realm, but when she arrives to rescue Robby
through his Glimpse-twin, the place is in turmoil and she must decide whether to stay loyal to
the one true king or join the evil side.
Wang Yunjie accidentally knew the director's secrets while he was revengeed by the director.
However, he got blessed by misfortune and got a magic bracelet unexpectedly. This bracelet
helped him to be the best doctor and any incurable diseases could be easily cured by him. His
status rose so rapidly that those who used to underestimate him now had to start humble. His
life was totally changed.☆About the Author☆Xiao Ya, an online novelist. She is good at writing
urban novels especially about doctor. Her work Romantic Medical Saint in the City is
developed in the profession of doctors, with her fluent writing telling the story of an intern
doctor changing his life.
It's hard to save the world when you are in jail. Dantar and Velza, children of the warlock
Calbaras, need to escape from jails six hundred miles apart to stop their father unleashing a
catastrophically dangerous spell. Both will soon learn that they are not just special, they are
also very dangerous.
don 't hava intro
Dragon Guard
The Art of Drawing Dragons
Legend of the Red Dragon
The Rise of the Wyrm Lord
A Reverse Harem Romance (Magical Kingdoms Book 4)
Dragon's Guard

"I am originally from the Land of Winds, but over the past
several years I have resided in the Realm of Firewood,"
spoke the cat quickly. "Now you might ask why one of feline
lineage would live in the land of dra..."In a land of
wonder, a boy must undertake an incredible journey. With a
talking cat, a flying Noma, and a rough warrior for
companionship, George's quest could end up in disaster for
the realm.Are you ready for the adventure that is Firewood?
The battered, old book in her pack is the key, but Xyleena
cannot remember why. In fact, all she can remember is waking
up in the healer's wing of the Temple. As she struggles to
make sense of it all and the dreams that haunt her, Dimitri,
a man who knows exactly what he wants and is willing to do
anything to get it, begins his quest for revenge. Disguised,
Dimitri, together with his small band of cohorts, sneak into
the Temple in search of the key that will unlock the
greatest secret on all of Ithnez; the key which lies with
Xyleena. A battle over the book in her possession forces
Xyleena onto a quest for answers and her own retribution.
Determined to stay one step ahead of Dimitri, she finds
herself teaming up with the unlikeliest of allies in the
hopes of finding the long lost Dragons of Light. Only with
these fabled creatures will Xyleena and her friends be able
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to save their world from the clutches of Dimitri's evil
plans.
Fid was born and raised on earth, the offspring of a human
father and a mother of elf descent. This young half-elf
seeks revenge for the destruction of his village and the
murders of those he called his family when he was just
fifteen years old. Now eighteen, his hunt for the murderous
vampires has led him from earth to a land called Rhydin, a
world of many races, rich history, and wielders of great
power. When he arrives on Rhydin, Fid is rescued from bounty
hunters by a clan of elves. King Aero offers him the
opportunity to be a leader within his army. But this path
leads Rhydin into a raging war between the Elf Empire and
the Dark Warlord who seeks to overtake the land. He battles
with Orcs, finds his fate intertwined with others, and even
faces death. Fid must realize his destiny to cleanse Rhydin
of its evil.
The last of her kind. Four hot alpha mates. A legacy of
bloodshed. When Ren Landis goes looking for excitement on
her 21st birthday, getting kidnapped is a little more than
she bargained for. So is finding out that shifters exist-and
that she's one too. As the last of the dragon shifters,
she's got a role to fulfill: Take the alphas of the four
shifter groups as her mates and unite all shifter kind. No
pressure, right? Too bad Ren's fate isn't as simple as
getting it on with four scorching-hot guys. Someone is out
for dragon shifter blood, intent on finishing the massacre
they started years ago. If Ren can't figure out how to
kickstart her buried powers, her life's about to go down in
flames.
Trial by Dragons
Discover Step-by-step Techniques for Drawing Fantastic
Creatures of Folklore and Legend
Mythical
The Peak of Martial Cultivation
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